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KANARESE.

Kanarese is the language of the north-western part of the Madras Presidency with

the adjoining districts. Hie number of speakers may, roughly, be estimated at ten

million people.

The name Kanarese simply means * the language of Kanara.' Kanara is derived

m . .
from an older form Kannada or Karnada. This latter word

Name of th« Language.
m

•

is supposed to mean * black country from the Bravidian

words kar, black, and nadu, country. This explanation is due to Dr. Guodert, and

was adopted by Bishop Caldwell. as ( a term very suitable to denote the " black cotton

soil," as it is called, of the plateau of the Southern Dekhan.' The Sanskrit form of

the word, which occurs as early as the sixth century A.B., in Yarahamihira's Brihat-

samhita, is Karnata or Karnataka, which form seems to be Sjmskritized from a Prakrit

Kannada, or Kannata. The word was apparently introduced into North Indian liter-

ature through the Pai^achi Prakrit, It occurs in Somadeva's Kathasaritsagara which is

based on an old, now apparently lost, work in Failachl, the Brihatkatha of Gunadhya.

The term, according to Bishop Caldwell, was at first a generic denomination of the

plateau of the Southern Dekhan. He goes on to remark

—

1 Karnataka has now got into the hands of foreigners, who have given it a new and

entirely erroneous application. When the Muhammadans arrived in Southern India

they found that part of it with which they first became acquainted—the country above

the Ghauts, including Mysore and part of Telingana—called the Karnataka country. In

course of time, by a misapplication of terms, they applied the same name, the Karnataka,

or Carnatic, to designate the country below the Ghauts, as well as that which was

above. The English have carried the misapplication a step further, and restricted

the name to the country below the Ghauts, which never had any right to it whatever.

Hence the Mysore country, which is properly the Carnatic, is no longer called by that

name by the English ; and what is now geographically termed ** the Carnatic " is exclu-

sively the country below the Ghauts, on the Coromandel coast, including the whole of

the Tamil country, and the district of Neliore only in the'Telugu country. The word

Karnataka was further corrupted by the Canarese people themselves into Kannada or

Kanara, from which the language is styled by the English " Canarese "/

The two forms Karnata and Kannada are both found in Kanarese literature so early

as about 1200 A.D. Kannadam occurs still earlier, in a Tanjore inscription of the 11th

century. There does not seem to be any foundation for Bishop Caldwell's assumption

that this latter form is a corruption of the former. It seems to be more probable that

Karnata is the Sanskritized form of a Prakrit K anna4a, and that this latter is the older

one. If it occurred in the original upon which Somadeva's work is based, it can only

have had the form Kannada or Kannata, and this form must then have existed in the

first centuries of our era.

Kanarese is the principal language of Mysore and the adjoining parts of Coimbatore,

Salem, Anantapur, and Bellary. The frontier line thence

goes northwards, through the dominions of His Highness the

Nizam, as far as Bidar, where it turns almost due west on to about the 78th degroe, and,

further, southwards so as to include the south-eastern portion of Jat and Daphlapur.

Kanarese is also spoken in the extreme south-east of Satara, in Taluka Tasgaon ; to some
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at in the Aundh State of the Satara Agency ; and in the South of Belgaum, and,

a titer to the west, in Kolhapur almost so far west as the town of Kolhapur. The line

thence turns southwards following the Ghats to about Honawar, where it goes down to

the sea. In North Kanara, Kanarese is the official language all over the district. It is

the principal language of South Kanara, with the exception of the southernmost corner.

The frontier line thence coincides with the southern frontier of Mysore. Kanarese dia-

lects are also spoken in the Nilgiris, and the language has, lastly, been brought by immi-
grants to Madura and to the Central Provinces.

Kanarese is bounded on the north and west by Marathi and its dialect Kdnkani, on

Linguistic Boundaries. the east fey Telugu and Tamil and on the south by Tamil,

Kodagu, and Tulu.

The dialectic differences within the Kanarese territory are, to judge from the mate-

Dialect8
ria's available, comparatively small. The most important

dialect is Badaga, spoken in the Mlgiris by the so-called

Badagas or Burghers. It is a more ancient form than ordinary Kanarese, and in several

points agrees with the language of old literature. Another Kanarese dialect of the Nil-

giri Hills is that spoken by the Kurumbas. It does not seem to differ much from ordi-

nary Kanarese. The same, or a similar, tribe is called Kurumvar in Chanda. Their

dialect shows some traces of the influence of the neighbouring Telugu. Other dialeotio

varieties are apparently unimportant. The pronunciation differs to some extent in

Bijapur. The dialect of the Gdlars of the Central Provinces in this respect often agrees

with the language of Bijapur. In other cases it has preserved old forms, like the

dialect of the Badagas.

The bulk of the people whose home-tongue is Kanarese live outside the territory

included in the Linguistic Survey. The Census reports of
Number of speakers- nor*-! i <**wvi * ,. _ , ,

r
Iwl and 1901 have, therefore, been consulted in order to

ascertain the number of speakers. From the various districts of the Bombay Presidency

estimates have been forwarded for the use of this Survey, as follows :—
Estimated number. Census of 1901

Kanara . 240,000 259,244
Sholapur . . . 56,000 51,399

Akalkot 38,000 45,427

Satara 19,000 14,050

Satara Agency......... 6,500 4,246

Belgaum ......... 615,000 648,470

Kolhapur 159,000 153,058

Southern Maratha Jaghirs . . , . . . 361,500 374,520

Dharwar 861,000 916,039

Sawannr.......... 10,800 11,793

Bijapur .......... 652,939 614,458

Total . . . 3,019,739 3,092,704

Kanarese was spoken as a vernacular in the following districts of the Madras

Presidency and feudatories :

—

Census of 1891. Census of 1901,

Cuddapah .... . .... 10,617 8,014

Kuraool ......... 8,532 7,164

Carried cmsr , 19,149 15JI78
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To this total must, finally, be added the number of speakers of the minor Eanarese

aaleets, as follows :

—

Census of 1891. Census of 1901.

Kanarese proper ........ 9,666,163 10,319,447

B»4aga . 30,056 34,229

Knramba 10,399 11,371

Gdlari .... 3,614 3,4£8

GRAND TOTAL . . 9,710,832 10,368,515

Kanarese literature is known to extend over a considerable period. The oldest

specimen of Kanarese is, according to Professor Hultzseh,

contained in a Greek play preserved in a Papyrus of the

second century A.D. The oldest known works go back to at least the tenth century

A.D. The origin of Kanarese literature is due to the labours of the Jains, and the

first literary works are largely influenced by Sanskrit. Three periods are usually dis-

tinguished in Kanarese literature.

1. Ancient Kanarese, from at least the 10th to the middle of the 13th century.

The principal productions were scientific works on prosody and grammar, based on

Sanskrit originals, sectarian works, and poetical works in a highly artificial style.

This literature is written in an old dialect which is said to be quite uniform and to show

an extraordinary amount of polish and refinement. It is full of Sanskrit loan-words,

and differs from the modern dialect in phonology and inflexional system. The ancient

dialect was occasionally also used in literary works at a later period, and such productions

are usually included in the ancient literature. Among the principal authors we may
mention Pampa, who wrote an Adipurdya (A.D. 941) ; Arga^a, the author of the

Chandraprabhapurana (A.D. HS9) and probably also of the iAlavatlprabandha (about

A.D. 1200) ; Nagavarman, the author of rhetorical works suoh as the Kdvydwlokana

and the Chhandas (about A.D. 1200) ; the grammarian KeSiraja, whose Sabdamanidar-

pona (about A.D. 1225) is the classical Kanarese grammar; Shadakshara, the author

of the Rajnsekharavilma (A.D. 1657), the Vrishabhendravijaya (A.D. 1671), and the

Sabaramnkaramldsa (about A.D. 1680), and others. Almost all the works belonging

to this period are written in verse.

2. Media val Kanarese, from the middle of the 13th to the end of the 15th century.

The ancient dialect is now changed. The old rules of inflexion and syntax are no longer

strictly observed, and new forms are introduced. Some of the sounds of the old language

have become obsolete, and many new Sanskrit words are introduced. The dialect

continued to be used in several works even after the 15th century. The literature of this

dialect is mainly contained in the poetry of the >§aiva and Lingayata sects. It is written

in verse. Among the principal works we may mention Somelvara's Satalca (about

A.D. 1300) ; Bhima's Basavapnr&tya (A.D. 1369) ; Kumaravyasa's Bharata (about A.D.

1508) ; the Ddsapttdas, popular songs by ' Krishna's servants ' (from about A.D. 1530)

;

Kumaravalmlki's Ram&yona (about A.D. 1590) ; Lakshmi^a's Jaimini-Bharata (about

A.l>. 1760), and so forth.

3. Modem Kanarese.—The literature of the modern dialect of Kanarese can be

traced back to about the beginning of the 16th century. From that time we find a large

proportion of Vaishnava poetry, still mainly written in a dialect which agrees with that

of the seoond period. Prose, also, begins to be developed. We find several adaptations

of Sanskrit prose works such as the Panchatantra) the Vetdlapariehavimsati, etc. The
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language of the courts of justice and of the ordinary business life is slightly different

and freely borrows from Marathi and Hindostani. Abstract, religious, and scientific

terms are largely borrowed from Sanskrit, and the phonology and the inflexional system

gradually assumes the modern form.

A full account of Kanarese literature cannot be given in this place, Kanarese not

being one of the languages properly falling within the scope of the Linguistic Survey.

Further information will be found in the works by Messrs. Kittel and Eice, mentioned

under Authorities, below.

AUTHOBITIES—
A.—Early References.

It has already been mentioned that Karnata or Karnataka occurs as the name of

a southern country in Sanskrit literature. According to Colonel Yule's Hobson-Jobson

sub voce Carnatic, the earliest reference is that in Varahamihira's Bfihatsaihhit& (sixth

century A.D.). The mention of the country in Somadeva*s KathasaHUagara (about

1075 A.B.) is probably due to its being mentioned in his source, the Prakrit work of

Gunadhya, which probably goes back to one of the first centuries A.B. Other early

references to the country will be found in the Hobson-Jobson under Canara and

Carnatic.

The language spoken in the province * Canarim,* i.e., the plateau above the Ghats,

is mentioned in G. B. Ramusio's Belle Navigation* e Viaggi, Vol. i, p. 330 (Venetia

1613), in a Portuguese summary of Eastern Kingdoms written about A.D. 1535.

Pernao Lopez de Castanheda, who went to Goa in 1528 and died in Portugal in 1559,

wrote a Historia do descobrimento e conquista da India, which appeared at Coimbra

1551-1561, and is the oldest account of Indian affairs written in modern times. The

work was reprinted in Lisbon, 1833, and on p. 78 of the second volume of this edition

we find a remark to the effect that the language of the c Gentoos ' is * Canara.' The

numerals and 36 words in Kanarese are given on p. 212 of J. F. Fritz* Orientalischer

nnd Occidentalischer Sprachmeister, Leipzig, 1748. Franz Carl Alter published a

similar collection of 25 words and the numerals in his Ueber die Samskrdamische

Sprache* Wien, 1749. Alter's collection was taken from a comparative vocabulary

compiled in Russia. The Spanish Jesuit Lorenzo Hervas y Panduro gives 63 Kanarese

words in his Vocabnlario poliglotto con prolegomeni sopra piii di cl lingue. Cesena,

1786, pp. 163 and 1 A version of the Lord's Prayer in Kanarese, prepared by the

Danish missionary Benjamin Schulze, is printed in Johann Christoph Adelung's

Mithridates oder allgemeine Sprachenkunde mit detn Vater Tinner ate Sprachprobe in

bey nahefunfhundert Sprachen und Mnndarten, Vol. i, Berlin, 1806, pp. 215 and f.

The study of Kanarese was taken up in earnest by the Serampore missionaries. A
grammar by W. Carey appeared in 1817, and a translation of the New Testament in

1823.

B.

—

Gene Hal.

Wkiglk,— Ober canaresische Spracli* und Literatur. ZeiUchrift dor Deufcsoliea Morgenliindischeu

Gesellsehaft, Vol. ii, 1848, pp. 257 and ff.

Bibliotheca Oarnatica, edited by II, Mogling. Bangalore, 1848-1851.

Lieder hanaresi$Ghvr Sanger, Ubcratht von H. Moyling. Zeitschrift der Deutacliea Morgenliindiscueii

GcHcUmshuft, Vol. xiv, 1SG0, pp. 502 and ff., Vol. xvii, 1863, pp. 241 aad ff»
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Hultzsch, !.,—Zum Papyrus 413 am Gxyrhynchus. Hermes, Vol. xxxix, pp. 307 and ft

LaxshmIca,—Erstes und eweites Kapitel des altkanaresischen Jeimini Bh&rata, einer tfberarbeitung dee
Acvamidhaparva des Mahabharata. Am dem Kanaresi'schen umgeschrieben, wortlich ubersetet
und mit Erlauterungen versehen von Dr. Mogling. Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandisohen
Gesellschaft, Vol. xxir, 1870, pp. 309 and ft; Vol. xxv, 1871, pp. 22 and ftj Vol. xxvii, 1873,
pp. 364 and if.

Maceehzie, Capt.~0» the Mules which gown Kanarese Poetry. Indian Antiquary. Vol ii, 1873
pp. 109 and ff.

Kittel, Bit. J?.,~Old Kanarese Literature. Indian Antiquary, Vol. iv, 1875, pp. 15 and ft

„ —Seven LingdyatS Legends. Indian Antiquary, Vol. iv, 1875, pp, 211 and ft

Rice, Lewis,—Early Kannada Authors. Journal of the Royal* Asiatic Society, New Series Vol xv
1883, pp. 295 and ft

'
' '

Fleet, J.—A Selection of Kanarese Ballads. Indian Antiquary, Vol. xiv, 1885 pp. 293, and ft; xv
1886, pp. 349 and ft; xvi, 1887, pp. 356 and ft; xviii, 1889, pp. S53 a&d ft; xix, 1890, pp. 413
and ft

Manual of the Administration of the Madras Presidency, Madras, 1885-1886. Account of the alphabet,
Vol. ii, pp. 185 and 191 f.; Coornmba vocabulary, Vol. ii, pp. 193 and ft; Kanarese and
Badaga vocabularies on pp. 188 and ft In the volome containing Articles on Geography

,

Ethnology, and History, taken from the first volume, we find a note on the language on p. 50

;

the origin of the alphabet on p. 48 ; literature on pp. 57 and f.

Bibliotheca Oarnataka. Pampa RSmayana or Ramaohandra Charita Purana of Nagachandra or Abhinava
Pampa, An ancient Jaina poem in the Kannada language. Revised edition by B. Lewis Rice
Bangalore, 1892.

Hanmant GoYiiro Joshi,—S&mati Sangraha, a Collection of Kanarese Proverbs, Belgaum, 1894.

C—-Grammars and Reading Books.

Caret, Rev. Dr. W!.,

—

A Grammar of the Kurnata Language. Serampore, 1817.

Mckerrell, J.*~~A Grammar of the Garnataka Language. Madras, 1820.

Krishnamacharya,—A Grammar of the Modern Qanarese Language. Madras, 1838, Second edition Man-
galore, 1883.

Canarese Grammar.—Printed for the Bangalore School Book Society, at the Wesleyan Mission Press.
Bangalore, 1841.

Row, A. S.,—A Selection of Stories and Revenue Papers in the Karnataea Language, with translations

and grammatical analyses ; to which is added dialogues in Karnataea and English. Revised
by Elliot. Madras, 1846.

Easy Lessons in English and Canarese. Bellary, 1847.

The Rudiments of Canarese Grammar* Bombay, 1849,

J. Sham Rao,—A Canarese Primer. Bangalore, 1854.

Phrase Book.—English and Canarese. 3rd edition, Bangalore, 1854. 4th edition, 1857.

Rice, Rev. B.,

—

Canarese First Book (for Natives). Bangalore, 1862. Second Book, Bangalore, 1861.

Hodsox, Thomas,—An Elementary Grammar of the Kannada, or Canarese Language; in which every

word used in the examples is literally translated and the pronunciation is given in English charac^

ters. Bangalore, 1859. Second edition, 1864.

Shrinivasiah's Dialogues in Canarese, with an English translation. Bangalore, 1865.

Sanderson, D.,

—

Katha Sangraha, or Canarese Selections. Bangalore, 1868.

(WfjRTH, G.)»

—

Canarese poetical Anthology, with notes and a Oanarese~English vocabulary. Bdited bv
J. Garrett. Bangalore, 1868,

Grammatica Ganarico-Latina ad usum scholarum. Secunda editio. Recognita et enmleata a R°. A, Bou~
teloup. Bangalori, 1869.

Boutelocjp, Rev. A.,

—

Elementa prosediae Canarensis, Bangalori, 1869.

Campbell, Rev. O.,

—

Elements of Canarese Grammar (for Natives). Bangalore, 1870.

KilillJA,

—

Jewel mirror of Grammar (Sabdamanidarpana) icith the commentary of NishfhMrasanjayya.

Edited by F. Kittel. Mangalore, 1872.

GfUETSB, A.,

—

First Canarese-English Translator, Second edition. Mangalore, 1872

Kittel, IP.,—Canarese Poetical Anthology, with glossary. Mangalore, 1874,

Campbell, Sir Gzomv,—Specimens pf Languages of India. Calcutta, 1874, pp. 45 and ft
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Nagavarka,—Canarese Prosody « with an introduction to the work and an essay on Canarese liter*

ature by Rev. F. Kittel "*

.6«u0fe, 1875.

English-Ganarese Dialogues together with forms of letters, etc. Mangalore, 1678.

Zibolik, F.,—^ Practical Key to the Oanarese Language. Mangalore, 1882.

Grabter, B.,

—

Tables of Canarese Grammar. Mangalore, 1884.

KaQ4 Varmma,—ITarnatafca Bhasha-Bhushana. The oldest grammar extant of the Language. Edited
with an introduction by L. Rice. * Bangalore, 1884.

Bhat-TAKALanka Deta,—T&e Karnifaka $abda~nud%mnam, with its vrtti nomad BhishS MaXjari, and
vy&khyoZ called Mafljari-Makarandak. Edited with introduction, the literature of Eamdfaha
, . , by B. Lewis Rice, Bangalore, 1890.

Nabsihha Madhat Mahishi,—Prosody of the Kannad Language. Bombay, 189$.

Dhondo Nakasimha Multagal,—Nuffigaffu A Kannada Manual of School Grammar. 2nd edition.

Mangalore, 1894.

Shirram Mod Bhatkal Anaht,—A Modern Kanarese Grammar explained in English. Karwar, 1899.

KiTTlt*, Bet, Dr. F.,

—

A Grammar of the Kanna^a Language in English, comprising the three dialects

of the language (Ancient, Medimval and Modern). Mangalore, 1908.

D.

—

Dictionaries.

Reeve, William,—A Dictionary* English and Carnataka. Madras, 1824.

„ —A Dictionary. Carnataka and English. Madras, 1832. Revised, corrected, and on"

larged by Daniel Sanderson. B.mgalore, 1808. Revised, corrected, and abridged by Daniel

Sandtrson. Bangalore, 1858.

Elliott [Elliot], W.,—Observations on the Language of the Goands, and the identity of many of Us
terms with words now in use in the Telugu, Tamil, and Oanarese. Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, Vol. rvi, P. ii, 1S47, pp. 1140 and ff. Canarese vocabulary on pp. 1144
and IE.

Hodgson, B. H.,

—

Aborigines of Southern India. Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol.

xviii, P. i, 1849, pp. 350 and If. ; reprinted in Miscellaneous Essays relating to Indian

subjects. Vol. ii, London, 1880, pp. 152 and ft. Canarese vocabulary on pp. 352 and tf.

Kasudu Gadegabe,—Canarese Vocabulary. Mangalore, 1852.

Dictionarium Ganarense-Latinum. Bangalore, 1855.

M. Rahasamy,—A Grammatical Vocabulary in English and Oanarese, Second edition. Bangalore,

1858.

EpisGopi Jassensi dictionarium Latino- Oanarense. Bangalore, 1861.

English and Canarese Vocabulary of familiar words with easy sentences. Second edition. Bangalore,

1864.

Garrett, J.,—A Manual Canarese and English Dictionary. Second edition. Bangalore, 1863. Third
edition. Bangalore, 1871,

„ —A Manual English and Canarese Dictionary, containing about 23,000 words. Fifth edition,

revised and enlarged. Bangalore, 1872.

A 8chool Dictionary, English and Oanarese. Mangalore, 1876.

A polyglott Vocabulary, English, German, Canarese, Tulu, and Malayalam . . . in the vernacular and
in Roman letters „ . . Tentative edition, [Edited hy W. Sihemier and 0. Watsa'} Manga-
lore, 1880.

Amaba Sim ha,—The Amara~Kosha, or Sanskrit Thesaurus. With meanings in English and Kannada
and an alphabetical Index to the words, by L. Rite. Third edition. Bangalore, 1883.

[Garrett, J.],—A CanarescEnglish Pocket Dictionary for the use of schools. [J. Garrett's Manual
Canarese and English Dictionary, revised and enlarged on basis ol W. Beeve's dictionary as

abridged and edited by D. Sanderson.] Mangalore, 1886.

Ziegler, F.,—A School-Dictionary, English and Canarese, Second edition^ revised and considerably

enlarged. Mangalore, 1889.

Ullal Narasingha Bao,-~A Kisamwdr Glossary of Kanarese words. Mangalore, 1891,

, ,, ~-English~Kanarose Vocabulary. Madras, 1893.

Kittel, Bbv. F.,—A Kannafa-Engliih Dictionary. Mangalore., 1894.

Bvcher, J.,—-A Kannada~Engli*h School Dictionary, chiefly hastd on the labours of F> Kittel, Mangalore,

1899.
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